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MYSTERIES OF THE MANTA  

 

Visit The Deep this Easter (23
rd

 March to 14
th

 April) and learn about our pioneering research to protect 

manta rays in the Red Sea.  

 

Our five year project involves tagging rays and installing sea bed monitors to track their behaviour including 

daily movements and feeding areas. In the first visit, 22 manta rays were tagged and 40 monitors installed 

across 130 kilometres of sea bed.  

 

Find out more about what our divers got up to on their recent trip in our exciting new film as well as taking 

part in the manta trail, art and craft activities and fun filled family workshops.  

 

A life-sized print of the largest ray we tagged (a whopping 3.61 metres!) will be placed on the floor in the 

Endless Oceans gallery to show the sheer size of these animals. 

Colin Brown, The Deep’s Chief Executive, said, “This Easter we wanted to show visitors some of the vital 

research and conservation schemes we are involved in, like this one to protect endangered manta rays in the 

Red Sea. A lot of people think we are simply an aquarium, but that is far from the case. We are involved in 

projects right across the world.  

“There will be something to suit everyone, making it a really good family day out. We are open until 6pm 

everyday so there is plenty of time for visitors to get round the attraction, so if you arrive a little later you 

might well find that it’s a bit quieter.” 

You can finish off your day with a visit to our new sea themed soft play area, then walk through Europe’s 

deepest viewing tunnel and enjoy a ride through our 10m tank in our famous glass lift.  

 

And don’t forget, you pay for one day’s entry, then you can visit us for the rest of the year FOR FREE* with our 

Day Plus Pass. This pass allows you and those with you on the day of your visit to return free for a 12 month 

period. On your next visit after purchase, Day Plus Pass holders are required to attach a passport style 

photograph to the Day Plus Pass form and bring some form of additional photo ID (eg. a passport or driving 

licence) and this gets you in for free. It’s that simple 

 

-ends- 

 

For more information, please contact Becky Leach, Marketing Manager at The Deep on 01482 381092 or email 

becky.leach@thedeep.co.uk. 
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